
PET bottles and caps/
White food trays 

A Plastic bottle with this mark on 
a bottle or a label must be sorted.

●Peel a label from a bottle and throw the label to general garbage.
●Rinse a bottle and a cap with water, and collect them separately 
in transparent bags.

●White food trays (both sides are white) must be cleaned with 
water and collect them in a transparent bag or bind them with a 
cord.

●If containers exclusive for Plastic bottle, cap or white food tray 
are installed at waste-collection point, throw specified garbage 
into each container directly without putting in transparent bag.

 caps White food trays
(polystyrene foam)

How to
put out

カップ
めん

2022

Kitchen garbage Non-recyclable paper products
Plants, Small branches

(Drop soils to a height 50 cm or less.)

Leather goods

Plastic containers and bags
Plastic, Rubber products,
polystyrene foam

Glass, Tableware, Bottles of 
agricultural chemicals or powerful drug

Wool yarn, Clothes
(except wnite cotton T-shirts)

How to properly dispose of Large Bulky Garbage

Dangerous Garbage Harmful Garbage

※Put out glass and plastic and polystyrene foam that are longer than 50cm as large bulky garbage.
※When you bring branches and twigs to Sōgō Kankyō Center directly, they shall be cut to the length of 2 meters or shorter 
   (bamboo and bamboo grass shall be 1 meter or shorter) and trim the branches down to the diameter of 50 centimeters or less.

Gas cans, spray cans
※No need to make holes in gas or spray cans. 
　Use up contents completely. ※Handle with care. ※Dispose incandescent lamp and LED light bulb as General Garbage.

Pillow, stuffed animals, curtain,
 futon, carpet, feather product

Lighters Mirrors Flourescent light lamps Mercury thermomelers

Tires
(Tires for cars and 
mortorcycles only)
(A wheel is removed)

Motorcycles(50cc)
(Fuel, oil and batteries 
are removed)

Batteries contain
mercury

Bicycles,Handcarts

■Electrical home appliances, metal products and cans can be combined 
in the same transparent garbage bag if the　total weight is 10kg or less.

■If putting garbage (except electrical home appliances, metal 
products and cans) in a transparent bag, separate them by category.

■Dispose battery that doesn't contain mercury as Metal product. If 
it is not sure whether it contains mercury or not, dispose as 
Harmful Garbage.

■Put dangerous and harmful garbage respectively in transparent bags.

■Fold up futon, curtains, carpets and sheets and tie them up with strings.
■Long items like hoses, ropes and wires must be 2m or less. Cut 
them to the proper length if they are too long.

■Remove fuel and batteries from heaters.
■We can recycle feather items. When you dispose down-filled quilt, 
it shall be separately bound to dispose. 

■When you throw away broken glass, please wrap in papers and 
put in a plastic bag.Also, write ‘broken glass’ on the plastic bag.

■Waste from business activities.(offices, stores, restaurants, farms including those of side-work farmers, etc.)
■When you bring branches and twigs to Sōgō Kankyō Center directly, they shall be cut to the length of 2 meters or shorter (bamboo and bamboo grass shall be 1 meter 
or shorter) and trim the branches down to the diameter of 50 centimeters or less. The diameter and the length of the wood should be 50 centimeters or shorter.

■Construction waste caused by demolition of huts by private individuals, etc.　(Please ask the city beforehand. 
　Pieces of concrete, tiles, slates or the like must be 30cm or less. Waste wood must be 2m or less.)
■Industrial waste that can be disposed of together 
with general waste Examples: metal, plastic, wood, 
etc.(Prior application required.)

■Rubble generated by disaster (flood damage, 
fire accident)(Prior discussion is necessary.)

■Leaves can be throw away as general garbage. 

Ｐｌａｓｔｉｃ bottles
（ＰＥＴbottles）

How to properly dispose of General Garbage
■Drain kitchen garbage well.　■Remove waste before disposing paper diapers. 
■Different type of general garbage can be combined in the same garbage bag if the total weight is 10kg or less.
■Wrap broken glass in paper to ensure safe handling and write what is contained in the paper.
■The feces of pets which are kept at home shall be dried and put in a small bag. Then put the small bag in the 
"General Garbage" bag to dispose. 

Paper cartons for beverage
(500ml or more and white inside.)

2m

50cm

■Please cooperate with collection and recycling of the 4 items of electrical home appliances.
○Televisions ○Air conditioners ○Refrigerators & Freezers ○Washing machines & Clothes dryers
For details, please see the next page.
■Please ask respective retailers or professional for disposal of these items.
○Oil, gasoline, kerosene, light oil ○Tires except for cars and motorcycles ○Bodily waste and large amount of pet’s feces 
○Ashes, earth and sand ○A thing that is 2m or more ○A piece of concrete or the like that is 30cm or larger ○Any other types of liquids
○lndustrial waste that can not be disposed of together with general waste
○Domestic medical waste like injection needless that might cause infection
■Fire extinguishers and gas cylinders must be disposed of by safe collection and recycling.
Disposal contractor of extinguisher waste Specified recycle contractor in Kameyama Name: Kameyama Gas Limited Company
Address: Kameyamashi Higashidai-chō 3-15 Telephone:0595-82-2338
Disposal contractor of LPG cylinder waste Ask disposal to the shop whose name is written on the cylinder.If the name of the shop is uncertain---
Consult with the shop you have been dealing with or Mie Prefecture LPG Association (Address:Tsu-shi Yanagiyamatsuoki 369-2, Telephone:059-227-9905)

Garbage Disposal Guidelines （ごみの分け方・出し方）

The following items can not be collected by the city.
therefore, bring them to Sōgō Kankyō Center in Kameyama.

The following items can not be collected remove fuel,
oil and batteries or received by the city.

50cm

1m

Miscellaneous paper
(Candy / food box, copy paper, etc.)

Newspapers(including leaflets)

Cloth
(blankets,white-cotton 
T-shirts and sheets)

Cardboard Magazines,Books,Pamphlets

How to put them out

［flammable］ ［non,flammable］

Beverage cans
(aluminum and steel)

Glass bottles
(colorless and clear)
Bottles of beverage,
food, seasoning,
medicine,etc.

Glass bottles (brown)
Bottles of beverage, food,
seasoning, medicine, etc.

Other color bottles
(Blue, green, etc.)

How to put them out
■Put alminum and steel cans together in a bag.
■Pour out contents, rinse out and remove the cap before disposing. Put them respectively in a transparent bag.
■Be careful not to break returnable bottles.
■Oiled bottles and cosmetic bottles are also non-flammable recyclable waste (bottles).
■Items that cannot be put out as bottles (non-flammable recyclable waste)
・A bottle containing items other than food, drinks or items applying to body.(Bottles
 of agricultural chemicals or powerful drug.)
・Put out glass tableware and heat-resistant glass as general waste because of different materials from bottles.

Returnable bottles
※Bottles supposed to be reused 
1.8-liter bottles (sake, shoyu and 
vineger) Beer bottles (large and 
medium size)

■Tie up newspapers, magazines, cardboard and cloth with string.
■Paper cartons: rinse the inside, cut open and dry the carton.(Remove the plastic 
cap or any plastic piece before disposal.)

■How to put out "Miscellaneous paper"
・Fold the paper box flat and bind them with string. Put them in a paper bag and bind them up
・Remove non-paper handles (vinyl, etc.) and put out as "general waste".
■Put them out as general waste if you don't know whether it is general waste or 
miscellaneous paper.

■英 語 版■



Put small home electronics into Collection box 
(slot size:18cm x 40cm)
Put small home electronics into Collection box 
(slot size:18cm x 40cm)

使用済小型家電
回収ボックス
使用済小型家電
回収ボックス
使用済小型家電
回収ボックス

亀山市

40cm40cm

18cm18cm

●Mobile phone　●Tablet terminals
●Mobile rechargeable batteries　
●Portable music players　●Laptop computers　
●digital camera　●video camera　●game machine
●electronic dictionary　●calculator　●HDD

Collection box

Major items to be collected

※Don’ｔ put the other small home electronics 
　except followings
※Remove batteries and throw them away as 
   Large bulky garbage.

Attention!

●Powere codes, electric cables, accesspries such as mouses, batteries can not be collected
●Delete data before disposal if personal information is included.
●You can't take out any items from collection box once you have put in.Before you dispose, 
please make sure what you are about to dispose.

Locations of collection boxes (5 places)
※You can dispose anytime during office hours at any office.

Kameyama City Office, Honmaru-chō 577,   Tel: 0595-82-1111

Library, Wakayama-chō 7-20, 　　　　　　 Tel: 0595-82-0542

Seki Branch Office, Seki-chō Kozaki 919-1, Tel: 0595-96-1212

Kabuto Sub Branch Office (in Ringyō Sōgō Center), 
                                  Kabutoitaya 4622-1,Tel: 0595-98-0001

Sōgō Hoken Fukushi Center "AIAI", Hawaka-chō 545, 
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Tel: 0595-84-3311

PET bottles,caps and
white food trays

この印刷物は古紙パルプ配合率100％、
白色度80％以上再生紙を使用しています

このチラシを廃棄する際は「雑がみ」で出すことができます。

Chōmyōji, Egamuro, Futomori, Higashidai, Higashi-machi, Higashimaru, Hitomigaoka, Hon-machi, 

Honmaru, lchigasaka, ldagawa, Ijiri, Kabuto Ichiba, Kabuto Itaya, Kabuto Jinmu, Kabuto Kajigasaka, 

Kabuto Kitazaike, Kabuto Nakazaike, Kabuto Mukai, Kawai, Kawasaki, Kitakashima, Kita-machi, 

Kitayama, Komiza, Midori, Mizuhodai, Mizukigaoka, Nakayashiki, Nishimaru, Nobono, Sakae-machi,

Seki-chō Ege, Seki-chō Fuji Haitsu, Seki-chō Ichinose, Seki-chō Izumigaoka, Seki-chō Kaneba, 

Seki-chō Kutsukake, Seki-chō Sakashita, Seki-chō Shiraki Isshiki, Seki-chō Washiyama, Shibukura, 

Takatsuka, Tamura, Tsubaiso, Ueno, Wada, Wakayama

Achimoto, Airisu, Anoda, Asakayama, Fuke, Futao, Hawaka, Henbōji, Higashimiyuki, Kaimoto, 

Kameda, Kitano, Konoshita, Kusubirao, Minamikashima, Minamino, Minamizaki, Mitsudera, Miyuki,

Nakanoshō, Nishi-machi, Nomura, Ogawa, Ono, Seki-chō Echigawa, Seki-chō Fukutoku, 

Seki-chō Furumaya, Seki-chō Hagiwara, Seki-chō Kozaki, Seki-chō Kuga, Seki-chō Nakamachi, 

Seki-chō Ono, Seki-chō Shinjo, Sekigaoka, Shimonoshō, Shiraki, Sugauchi, Sumiyama, Taikōji, 

Tamo, Tenjin, Waga, Yamashita 

Garbage collection Day （ごみの収集日）

Televisions, air conditioners, refrigerators, freezers, drying machines and washing machines 
produced and sold for domestic use can be neither collected by the city nor accepted at 
Sōgō Kankyō Center in accordance with Home Appliance Recycling Act in effect. 
(Do not take apart those items. They can never be accepted even if dismantled.) 

How to hand over those items to the retailers
①Ask a retailer for acceptance of any of those items if you buy a new product of the same item.
②If you dispose them as unnecessary items, ask a nearby retailer for acceptance of the items.
③In any other cases than ① and ②
　（1）Please call the following General Waste Collect and Transport companies.
　　 ※Recycling, collection and transport charges require in any case. 
       Toyoda Eisei Co., Ltd.　Tel: 0595-82-1738/ Add: Anoda-chō 1870  
       Idagawa Seisō Co., Ltd.　Tel: 0595-82-2006/ Add : Wada-chō 1267-7
       Kameyama Nozaki Seisō sha Co., Ltd.　Tel: 0595-82-0822/ Add : Kitakashima-chō 3-21
       Seki Seisō Co., Ltd.　Tel: 0595-96-0814/ Add : Seki-chō Hagiwara 272
（2） Please buy a recycling ticket at a post office and bring the items directly to the following designated reception site.
      ●Asahi Kinzoku Co., Ltd.　Tel: 059-351-4606 / Add: Yokkaichi-shi, Shōei-chō 16-11   
      ●Nippon Tsūun Co., Ltd.　Tel: 059-352-4155 / Add: Yokkaichi-shi, Shinshō 3-7-11
      ●Shiga Kinkō Unyu Sōko Co., Ltd.　Tel: 0595-22-1321 / Add: Iga-shi, Oda-chō 1751-5
      ●Tayama Co., Ltd.　Tel:059-234-8666 / Add: Tsu-shi, Takajayakomori ueno-chō 1143

Sōgō Kankyō Center

 Nishino Kōen
(Nishino Sports Park)

 Nishino Kōen
(Nishino Sports Park)

 Nishino Kōen
(Nishino Sports Park)

 Nishino Kōen
(Nishino Sports Park)

Shiyakusho
 (Kameyama City Office)

Shiyakusho
 (Kameyama City Office)

Shiyakusho
 (Kameyama City Office)

Shiyakusho
 (Kameyama City Office) Kameyama City Sōgō Kankyō Center

Kankyō-ka（環境課）
Kameyama-shi, Fuke-chō 442

and when the Wednesdays falls on the holidays

Closed :
３ｒｄ

,

Saijō
 (Cerematory)

Saijō
 (Cerematory)

Saijō
 (Cerematory)

Saijō
 (Cerematory)

■Please put out garbage in the designated method at the designated collection station by 8:30 am on the designated collection day.

■Please do not put out garbage on any other days than the collection days, in the night, as well as after the city has collected the garbage.

■Waste from business activities can not be collected at the collection station. Bring it directly to Sōgō Kankyō Center

■The residents' association (jichikai) in each area is responsible for the management of the collection station.

■When you bring the garbage to Sōgō Kankyō Center, be sure to separate the garbage by category and put it in a 

transparent bag that can be confirmed its contents.

■Domestic waste

No charge required if the total amount waste you bring weights 350 kg or less per day. 

1,560 yen charged if the total amount waste you bring weights over 350 kg up to 400 kg.

510 yen charged per additional 100 kg if the total amount waste you bring weights over 400 kg.

■Waste from business activities

160 yen per 10 kg of waste.

■Industrial waste that can be disposed of together with general waste to the extent permitted 

(Application required in advance.) 380 yen per 10 kg of waste.

※As industrial waste, mercury used products (Flourescent light lamps, mercury-containing batteries, mirrors, mercury 

thermometers, etc.) are not allowed to bring in.

How to put out garbage at the collection stations


